
“Young people 
need places they 
can go.  There 
are too few 

youth clubs and 
the one’s that 

are there are too 
patronising.” 
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                   The following is an extract from a report of a discussion that took place at 

the last        the Glasgow Residents Network conference in October.  We offer it as a 

contribution to the ongoing debate around this issue, and the problems faced by 

communities across the city.   
 
John – “The principle antisocial in my area is my housing association. I can understand that 
they are often trapped in a web of complicated legislation but the officials are very well paid.  
They don’t have any excuse” 
 
Riddrie participant - “ASBOs really only just moved the problem 
– In Dennistoun it’s had no effect.” 
 
Ian – We don’t have too much trouble here (Jordanhill), 
fortunately, but St Thomas’ school has serious problems.” 
 
James – “well people do these things but it’s important to 
remember that it’s often very difficult for young people 
especially:  

- to get a house 
- as there are no jobs and the minimum wage too law 

Young people need places they can go.  There are too few 
youth clubs and the one’s that are there are too patronising. 
The government is not interested – they’re just posturing.” 
 
Sean “Anti-social behaviour has structural causes – Thatcherite policies have wrought 
devastation to communities. To take Possil for example – in the 80s there was plenty of work 
there – there were factories etc – now there’s only drugs. The solution has to be revitalising 
our communities through employment.  Yes we need more police but also hope through 
employment – the minimum wage needs to go up.” 
 
Wullae – “Yes there are problems with generations of people who have been without work 
but 7000 jobs are going every day in Glasgow but dealing seems to be an attractive solution.  
Gallowgate suffers from ASBOs elsewhere due to youth battles being created there as a result 
of kids being moved on into the area. Often social projects have just been imposed.  What 
really needs to happen is we need to get the kids involved.” 
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“Absentee 
landlords are part 
of the problem […] 
In our communities 
there’s no control 
over landlords.  We 

have to assert 
control over them.” 

Jim – “80 – 90 % of our area are pensioners but there’s also young families.  Dispersal orders 
from Dennistoun have started to affect us. On graffiti – one solution might be to put a mural 
on every gable end wall.” 

 
Alexander - “Youth gangs & heroin are a major problem.  
It’s often as a result of a lack of jobs. The Community 
Council [Woodside CC] is trying to set up a working group 
between agencies and interested people to try and address 
the issue.” 
 
Govan Law Centre Participant - “Kids can’t win.  Go out – 
no?  Stay in no?  They get demonised – eg hoodies and so 
on […] If you don’t respect teenagers how do you expect 
them to respect you? Demolition of housing has a big 
impact on this too – when there’s less people in a scheme it 
becomes more dangerous. You get drug squats, fire raising 
and so on and it becomes very demoralising to be alone.” 

 
Sandra - “I generally just agree, poor people get a rough deal.” 
 
Mrs McClure - “Absentee landlords are part of the problem.  In West End tenements there’s 
often hell of a racket due to overcrowding.  In our communities there’s no control over 
landlords.  We have to assert control over them.  Many people have left the West End because 
of these sorts of problems.” 
 
Nick – “I listened to what Sean said about Possil, and I agree with what he said about the loss 
of local employers and the effects of Thatcherism, but I also agree with Wullae in that just 
giving people jobs isn’t a solution.  There’s plenty of working poor.  I also agree about the 
need to address youth crime through youth centres and stuff.  That needs to happen.  But 
there’s also the problem of organised criminal gangs and the collusion of the police, either 
because they want so-and-so and so are ignoring the dealing of grasses or whatever.  In Possil 
there’s collusion between organised crime, the local authorities and the police and that’s 
what’s really causing the area’s drug problems, and it’s not the only area – in Milton there’s 
Edward Lyons who runs the Chirnsyde Community Initiative which local campaigners have 
alleged for years is used as a front for running drugs (and which after and inquiry, and a high 
profile review, and articles in the press just received funding again).  Edward Lyons still has 
the backing of Bridget McConnell, the First Minister’s wife; she’s Head of Glasgow’s Culture 
and Leisure Services.   
 
This kind of penetration of drug dealers through to influencing the local authorities, from the 
Druglord owner of the trendy West End pub Oran Mor – feted by politicians, down to heroin 
being dealt outside Maryhill shopping centre in full view of the police, or at Saracen Cross, 
metres away from Saracen Police Station, means that simple solutions like getting more police 
on the street won’t change anything.  In communities like Possil there’s plenty stop-and-
searches of pedestrians late at night, but the police, who’re patrolling all the time, somehow 
don’t get round to stopping ice cream vans touring round the schemes at midnight handing 
out brown packages.  That’s the real causes of anti-social behaviour.” 
 



Iain – “In Govanhill around 500 people, Gypsies of Slavic / Hungarian / etc. backgrounds have 
become resident.  Both the White (Irish and Scottish Gaelic extraction) and the Asian 
(Pakistani origin) seem to be united in the unsympathetic view held on this new group to the 
area.  These new Scots have multiple social problems which need a multi-disciplinary 
approach but they are thought to be a problem and to exhibit anti-social behaviour.  The 
biggest problem would seem to be a language barrier combined with the difficulty in placing 
them within the benefits system.  E.g. they are not entitled to refugee status and do not have 
NI Nos therefore in many cases do not officially exist.   They tend to congregate at a particular 
cross roads and therefore; being strangers unable to speak Glasgow English,  are treated with 
suspicion.  Thus any real or imagined stories about anti-social behaviour from any of them 
tend to be directed at all of them.  I think we need to try to understand situations and peoples 
before we react from our own narrow perspective.  Otherwise we become prey to 
clannishness  of the worst type and susceptible to discriminatory practices. Our area has 
welcomed new Glaswegians for generation.  We need to be embracing communities.” 
 
Graham – OK, that’s been a very frank discussion.  I’m quite pleased with it.  For my own 
contribution, in Sighthill we are under siege.  We’ve got demolitions, chronic 
underinvestment, going back decades.  The lot.  We’ve also got many of the drug problems 
people have been talking about.  But I’m saddened to hear what Nick said about drug dealers 
influencing government.  That sounds like Kingston. I’m originally from Jamaica – we’ve got 
that there.  We don’t want that here. […] so I’m saddened to hear that’s started to happen 
here as well.  But it’s also heartening to hear the positive side, about what we can do.  We’ve 
heard about what people are doing in Woodside.  About what we can all do in our 
communities.  It’s important to take that lesson.  That it’s not all doom and gloom and there 
are things that we can all do. 
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